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Abstract

As clock speeds of state of the art digital systems approach the Giga Hertz (GHz)

range, one of the important issues that must be addressed for a synchronous digital

system is the skew of the system clock.

A clock deskew scheme for a multi-GHz clock signal distributed on a Multi-Chip

Module (MCM) is presented in this thesis. In this scheme, clock signals are distributed to

various locations where the different distribution lengths channels are continuously

monitored and deskewed by Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) circuits. The scheme promises to

deskew clock signals to an arbitrarily small clock skew. The final skew in a practical

implementation is determined by the performance of the PLLs and the delay mismatches

of the drivers and receivers. The scheme is also applicable to a system clock with four

phases. The circuits implementing the deskew scheme and the four-phase generator are

described. A test chip has been designed and described along with the test plan. SPICE

simulation indicates the final skew of 2 GHz clock signals to be within 5 ps.

The second part of this thesis describes a simple register file design that is well

suited for achieving the speed potential of a fast but yield limited technology such as

GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction bipolar technology. A test chip for the register file has been

fabricated and the test results indicate an access time of at least 500 ps.



Chapter 1

Introduction and Historical Review

As clock speeds of state of the art digital systems approach the Giga Hertz (GHz)

range, one of the important issues that must be addressed for a reliable synchronous

digital system is the skew of the system clock. Clock skew increases machine cycle time,

which lowers system performance. Since clock skew does not scale down automatically

with the reduction in the machine cycle time, it is not surprising that skew control

becomes critical as the operating frequency of the system clock is increased.

There are two sources for clock skew. One source of skew is due to the delay

mismatches in the physical distribution of the clock signals. The topology of the logic

layout may result in different delays to the different physical points of the clock

distributions. The other source of skew generally arises during the normal operation of

any system. The temperature variations due to the local heating across a system results in

delay variations as a function of time. In other words, a given clock signal distribution

may experience delay variations over the duration of system operation.

The clock deskew scheme developed and presented in this thesis provides a novel

approach to control chip-to-chip skew present in the distribution of the system clock. This

scheme is especially well suited for the skew created in the clock distribution system. The

scheme requires a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) circuit for every chip that requires a clock

signal. It is also applicable to a system with multiple clock phases under the special

restrictions outlined in Chapter 2.

The deskew scheme has been developed as part of an ARPA sponsored project to

build a 1 ns computer, the Fast Reduced Instruction Set Computer version G (F-RISC/G)



in Rockwell GaAs/AlGaAs HBT technology. MCM package technology has been chosen

as a vehicle to assemble together the chips comprising the F-RISC/G, which was

partitioned due to yield limitations of the experimental GaAs HBT "emitters up"

fabrication process. A Phase Locked Loop (PLL) circuit developed for an implementation

of the scheme is discussed in Chapter 3. It has been designed in differential logic

wherever suitable for lower noise sensitivity and for I/O signals level compatibility with

external circuits. An architectural feature of the F-RISC/G requires multiple phases in the

system clock; four phases, to be more specific. The clock phase generator circuit

presented in Chapter 4 generates efficiently the four phases and is compatible with the

deskew scheme. The actual system clock frequency required for the generation of the

four phases is only twice the desired system speed; for example, 2 GHz system clock is

sufficient for generation of four 1 GHz clock phases in F-RISC microprocessor. In

Chapter 5, a test vehicle design and suitable test plans are presented.

The second part of the thesis is devoted to a design of 32x8 bit register file, which

is an integral part of F-RISC/G. The two main design objectives were speed and size.

Due to the low yield expectations, there was a great desire to reduce the final design to

the simplest form as much as possible; the GaAs/AlGaAs transistors have a fT in excess

of 50 GHz in the Rockwell baseline process. The test results from the chips fabricated

with an experimental process had an fT of only 30 GHz and indicated an access time of

500 ps for the register file design presented in this thesis. The design and the description

of the register file circuits along with the test results are documented in Chapter 6. The

target access time is under 200 ps. Several factors have contributed to the discrepancy in

the speed. Extra nitride layer with high dielectric constant was added during the

fabrication process and parasitic capacitances have been under estimated (Appendix B).

Shown also is the updated register file design that is SPICE simulated to have access time



under 200 ps.

1.1. Skew

The need for a clock deskew scheme is closely tied to the nature of skew itself. It

then becomes natual to ask, "What is skew and why is it necessary to make it as little as

possible?" The nature of skew and its potential detrimental effects on a system operation

are explored in the following discussion.

In a synchronous system, it is important that every element in the system receive

its clock edge precisely at the same time or at least at a time specified by the circuit

design. Skew arises when delays of nonideal nature (propagation delay for example)

result in clock edges not arriving at the times specified in the design. Fig. 1.1 shows the

general model of a digital system. Proper synchronous operation results when the CLK0

and CLKN active edges occur at the same instant. In that case, the combinational logic

network ouputs new values for S'(0) … S'(N) based on the current values of  S(0) … S(N)

and the control signals. After a certain amount of time from the arrival of the clock edge,

S(0) … S(N) assume new values equal to the old values of S'(0) … S'(N). Then, the new

outputs of the flip-flops cause the combinational logic gate network to respond to the new

inputs by generating new values of S'(0) … S'(N). The combinational logic outputs may

experience hazards and delays caused by finite propagation time of the gates. In other

words, the values of S'(0) … S'(N) may be momentarily false but will eventually settle to

the proper values in accordance with the logic of the combinational gate network.
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Fig. 1.1. General model of a digital system



Suppose now that CLKN is delayed with respect to rest of the clocks, CLK0 …

CLKN-1, which are assumed to be ideal for the sake of a simplified argument. Signals

S(0) … S(N-1) change upon simultaneously receiving the clock edges of CLK0 …

CLKN-1. The combinational logic responds to the new set of inputs by generating new

set of outputs. However, the values of S'(0) … S'(N) may be momentarily false for a brief

instant, possibly due to the existence of hazards. Suppose further that the delayed CLKN

edge is received by the Nth flip-flop during this period of instability. The consequence is

that the Nth flip-flop would have a false value. Needless to say, this scenario can occur

when the clock edges do not appear simultaneously at all clock inputs, aptly

demonstrating the possible detrimental effects that the phenomenon of clock skew can

have on synchronous digital systems.

Fig. 1.1 illustrates problems which can arise even when using edge triggered flip

flops. As a practical matter the technology employed for F-RISC/G can not afford the

luxury of the circuitry of an edge triggered flip flop. Instead either Latches or Master-

Slave (MS) flip flops are used. These flip flops are even more vulnerable when the write

signal is active than edge triggered flip flops. For the latch, when the clock is low,

improper data changes can pass through to the outputs. Similar effects can disturb the

Master stage of MS flip flops. Consequently, it is even more critical that clock arrival

times be precisely controlled when using these more realistic memory elements

[UNGER86].

1.2. Hazard

Hazards are spurious outputs or glitches of combinational circuits common in

digital systems. They can be caused by the circuit propagation and the interconnection

delays. The propagation delay of a circuit is the time between a change in input signal to

a change in corresponding output signal. The real gates cannot change instantaneously



upon a change in an input, since their operation rely on movement of holes and electrons

within some physical material, be it Si or GaAs. Hence, there will always be circuit

propagation delays, however small they may be. The exact amount of their delays are a

complex function of the input waveforms, temperature, output loadings, operating power,

logic family, and other parameters. The interconnection delays are the propagation delays

of the wires carrying signals between gates or between chips. This form of delay becomes

significant relative to the machine cycle times for high system clock frequencies, such as

2 GHz. These two types of delays can cause hazards in the following manner.

Fig. 1.2 shows an inverter, a signal applied to its input, and the resulting output

signal. It illustrates the propagation delay present in an inverter. Now, consider the simple

circuit shown in Fig. 1.3 which contains the same inverter shown in Fig. 1.2. It is well

known from Boolean Algebra that the output of the circuit should be X ⋅ X′ =  F

regardless of the logic values of X, thus predicting the output to be always low. However,

the timing diagram of the circuit, shown also in the same figure, illustrates that output has

a spurious high voltage; a hazard.
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1.3. Survey of Existing Clock Deskew Methods

The existing methods to distribute and deskew clock signals in high speed digital

systems can be categorized into three major groups. Representative methods for each of

the groups are presented in the following. First method makes use of chain of inverters

with fine gate delays [FOUTS92]. A block diagram of a typical scheme is shown in Fig.

1.4. A master clock signal propagates down the chain of inverter gates. Then, a

multiplexer selects one of the several taps along the inverter chain, the exact tap, thus the

amount of delay that a clock encounters, being determined by an associated set of select

control signals to the multiplexer. The delay adjustments are made in multiple amounts of

a gate delay; the delay resolution is limited to a gate delay. There is no provision for a

continuous adaptive deskewing in this method. Instead, sets of select control signals are

sent to each of the multiplexers to compensate for the clock skews, which are externally

measured. Hence, there is no on-the-fly means to adjust for additional skews caused by

temperature variations due to local heating, for example, in the course of normal

operation.

The second method for deskewing clock signal incorporates a PLL and variable

delay elements as shown in Fig. 1.5 [GREUBPAT]. The PLL in the scheme sets

appropriate delays to each of the delay elements according to the value of the digital code

latched onto D/A converters. Appropriate codes are obtained after initial skews are

externally measured. While this scheme is not limited to the coarse gate delay resolution

of the first method, it also lacks the provision for a continous adaptive deskewing,

making it vulnerable to the skews caused by temperature variations during normal

operations.
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The third method shown in Fig. 1.6 also makes use of PLLs [JOHNSO88]. This

method is the most similar of the three methods to the proposed scheme, but also has an

important difference. In this method, a PLL is present in each chip that requires clock

signal. Upon power up, each PLL adjusts so that it locks to the system clock presented to

all chips. The outputs of PLLs are supposed to be the deskewed clock signals. There was

a key underlining assumption with this scheme that makes it unsuitable for a high speed

digital system. The assumption was that the skew in the distribution of the master clock

to each of the PLLs is negligible. However, it is precisely the type of skew that is of

concern in a high speed digital system and is the target for compensation by the deskew

scheme presented in this thesis. The third method would be suitable for applications in

low speed systems with the machine cycle times in the tens of nano-seconds, where the

skew in the clock distribution is indeed negligible for most cases.

[GARDNE80, HEIN88, JEONG87, KURITA91, RANSIJIN91, SOYUER89,

SOYUER90, and WARE89]



Chapter 2

Clock Deskew Scheme

The clock deskew scheme developed in this thesis entails distribution of clock

signals to various locations, where the different distribution channels are continuously

monitored. The scheme is designed to be applicable to multiple clock phase systems; a

design example involving a four-phase clock system is given. A phase generator circuit

has been designed that can be stopped and restarted without skipping a phase in order to

be compatible with the Boundary-Scan Test method chosen for testing the F-RISC chips.

There are two versions of the deskew scheme to be presented in this thesis. In

both of these versions, a clock distribution and skew compensation chip sends clock

signals to each of the chips in the system requiring synchronization and, in turn, receives

return clock signals (again, from each of the chips). A clock loop is defined to be the

feed-back connection between the skew compensation chip and a chip needing a

deskewed clock. The difference between the two schemes lies in the way the reference

delay loop is implemented. In the first scheme, the reference delay loop has a fixed delay

associated with it and is implemented within the deskew chip (Fig. 2.1). Whereas in the

second scheme, one of the clock loops is chosen as the reference delay loop (Fig. 2.2).

Each of the schemes has its advantages and disadvantages, but the case will be made in

this thesis for the general superiority of the first scheme. The first scheme has an

advantage over the second during the layout stage of the design process. More

specifically, the layout of the return paths of the clock loops is simpler. Since an

independent delay is used as the reference loop, the return path, which is distributed to

one of the inputs of PLLs, is no longer needed to be matched closely with the return paths

of the clock loops that connect to the other inputs of the PLLs. This is in sharp contrast



with the second deskew scheme, where the reference loop is also the clock loop

providing the clock signal to one of the chips. In this case, a care must be taken when

laying out the return paths of the clock loops. The delay through the portions of the return

paths of the clock loops from the VCDEs to the inputs of the PLLs must match each other

just as in the first scheme, but they must also match the delay through the corresponding

portion of the reference clock loop. Here in lies the main problem with the second

deskew scheme. The return path of the reference loop is distributed to one of the inputs of

every PLLs in the deskew chip, consequently, this path covers a wide area within the

deskew chip with increased likelihood for delay variations in the connections to different

PLLs. Contributing also to the delay variation of this path are the n-1 PLL loads. In order

to match the delay in this path, the corresponding portions of the return paths of the other

clock loops need to be appropriately changed, most likely increased, which usually

suggests a larger deskew chip area than for the first scheme. However, the second scheme

has some qualities that are more attractive than the first scheme.

The second scheme requires one PLL less than the first scheme. The number of

PLLs required is equal to the number of the chips requiring the clock signal; n, for the

first scheme (with the fixed reference delay), whereas the required number for the second

scheme is n - 1. Another more significant advantage is the relaxed performance

requirement on PLL design for the special case of deskewing just two clock signals. As

will be shown later in this chapter, under this special case, the contribution of the steady

state phase error of the PLL to the overall clock skew error is halved for the second

scheme, whereas, for the first scheme, all of the phase errors contribute to the overall

clock skew error. This allows a simpler PLL design since a larger steady state phase error

can be tolerated for a given acceptable overall skew error.
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T0* T0

Trcn Trun Trmn Trdn Tldn Tlmn Tlun Tlcn

Tn* Tn

Trc0 Tru0 Trm0 Trd0Tld0 Tlm0 Tlu0 Tlc0

T0* T0

Trcn Trun Trmn Trdn Tldn Tlmn Tlun Tlcn

Tn* Tn

Fig. 2.4. Delay diagram for the second scheme

The output of the reference delay loop, Tref or  T0 , depending on the actual



scheme, is distributed to one of the two inputs of the PLL in each of the clock loops. The

other input of the PLL is the output of the returned path of a given clock loop. The PLL

compares the two inputs and adjusts the Voltage Controlled Delay Elements (VCDEs)

such that the delay difference between the inputs, the steady state phase detector error, is

reduced to a minimum. Once all the PLLs have been locked, the total delays in the sent

paths of the clock loops are equal to each other as are the delays in the returned paths

(Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4). Since the delays in all the sent paths are equal to each other, the

clock signal at each of the chips on an MCM are then effectively deskewed.

In the following sections a more mathematical derivation of the forementioned

principles and the necessary conditions of the deskew schemes are presented. As will be

shown later, the maximum skew tolerance is limited by the performance of the PLLs and

the accurate matching of the local delays.

2.1. Deskew Schemes

Let the source of the clock signal, labelled as the Master CLK in Fig. 2.1 and Fig.

2.2, be selected as the reference point with respect to other points in the block diagram.

The term, T0 , represents the total delay from the master clock to the input of the PLL in

the clock loop 0. Likewise, T1  , T2  ,  , Tn represent the delays through other clock

loops. The output of the filter of a PLL is connected to both sets of the VCDEs in each of

the clock loops, thus resulting in the identical delays through them, Tlc0 and Trc0.

Similarly, Tlcn and Trcn, of the clock loop n, are equal to each other. Once all the PLLs

have been locked, T0 , T1 , , Tn are equal to each other. Similarly, T0*, T1*, … , Tn*

are also equal to each other, resulting in the deskewed clock signals (Fig. 2.3 and Fig.



2.4).

A potential source of the skew error is the mismatch in the delays of the

drivers/receivers between the clock loops. These mismatches can occur in such a way that

they compensate each other and thus do not contribute significantly to the final clock

skew error; if the driver in the sent path of the clock loop 0 have larger delay than the

driver in the clock loop n, the receiver in the sent path of the clock loop 0 may have

smaller delay than the corresponding receivers in the clock loop n by approximately the

same amount. On the other hand, the cases in which the drivers/receivers mismatches

contribute significantly to the final clock skew error would be the ones in which the

drivers and receivers of a given clock loop have same delay directions relative to the

corresponding elements of other clock loops. For example, a case where both the driver

and the receiver on the sent path of the clock loop 0 have larger delays than the

corresponding ones in the clock loop n.

In any case, only half of the aforementioned type of delay mismatch contributes to

the final skew error thanks to the loop topology of the clock loops; for the clock loops 0

and n, the delay mismatch between the drivers/receivers mismatch can be expressed as,

Mismatch Error = [(Trun + Trdn ) − (Tru0 + Trd0 )] − [(Tlun + Tldn) − (Tlu0 + Tld 0 )] 

Mismatch Error = [(Trun + Trdn + Tlu0 + Tld0 ) − (Tru0 + Trd0 + Tlun + Tldn)] 

In terms of the error terms defined in Eq. 2.5, which are summarized at the end of

this chapter,

Mismatch Error = (Trun + Trdn + Tlu0 + Tld 0 ) − (Trun ± ru + Trdn ± rd + Tlu0 ± lu + Tld0 ± ld )

Mismatch Error = ± ru ± rd ± lu ± ld



It will be shown later that only half of this delay mismatch is across the sent path

while the other half is across the return path. The delay terms that correspond to the

devices in a same chip such as, Tru0/Trun and Tlu0/Tlun , are in good agreement with

each other. Other terms, however, represent delays through devices that are fabricated on

different chips, possibly different wafers, and thus are of serious concern. This concern is

the Achilles' heel for the both versions of the deskew scheme. Even though their

contributions to the final skew error are halved, the necessity of selecting chips with

acceptable drivers/receivers delay match can prove to be very expensive.

During the layout stage, care should be also taken to make sure that the same

differences in the lengths of the routed portion of the sent paths of different clock loops

are maintained also in the returned paths, for example, Trmn - Trm0 = Tlmn - Tlm0. This

condition would be also satisfied if the delays of the sent path and return path of a clock

loop are matched; latter condition may be easier to satisfy during the routing or layout

stage of the design process.

2.1.1. Restrictions Placed on the Scheme

A restriction must be placed on the maximum clock loop delay differences for

both of the schemes, such as Tn - Tref for the first schme and Tn - T0 for the second. The

following discussion of the restrictions on the deskew scheme will be limited to the first

scheme with the understanding that similar restrictions also apply to the second scheme.

Let's consider a hypothetical case where no restrictions are applied. The signals at the

inputs of the PLLs, T0, T1,  ,  Tn are indistinguishable from each other if the phase

differences between them are integer multiples of their period. However, the clock

signals provided at each of the chips, T0*, T1*,  , Tn* are either in synchronous with

each other or are out of phase by odd multiples of the half clock period. The latter case



occurs when Tref  and T0 are in phase but are in odd integer multiples of the clock period

of each other. Same hold true for rest of the cases, Tref and T1 ,  , Tref and Tn. This

result is a byproduct of the loop topology of the clock loops. Any phase difference at the

PLL inputs in a clock loop can be considered to be divided equally between the sent path

and the return path. In case of an odd multiple phase difference, the equal division entails

the insertion of the integer multiples of the period delays plus the half period delay into

the sent and returned paths as mentioned before. Hence, the clock signal provided to a

chip (T0*, T1*, , Tn*) is skewed by odd multiples of the half period compared to the

clock signals of the even multiple phase difference at the PLL inputs. Since it is not

possible to gurantee either the odd or even period phase differences at the inputs of all of

the PLLs, both possibilities can occur at any given time resulting in the worst case skew

possible, the exact opposite of the objective of the scheme. Further restriction must be

applied if multiple clock phases are to be generated from the deskewed master clock

signal.

For the multi-phase clock generation, only a zero multiple difference among all of

the possible even integer multiple differences is permitted. Stated another way, the

maximum difference in the lengths of the clock loops (for example, Tref -  Tn) that can be

tolerated has to be less than the delay corresponding to the period of the clock. This

restriction comes from the consideration of the implementation of the clock phase SYNC

signal. The SYNC signal is used to make certain that the clock phases across the various

chips are in synchronization. If the maximum delay difference of the clock loops is

allowed to be larger than the delay corresponding to the clock period, there is no viable

means to distribute the SYNC signal unless the SYNC signal distribution is itself

deskewed. The task of distributing the SYNC signal would then be as complex as the

distribution of the clock signal itself; it would not be a cost-effective task and, hence, is



not a desirable solution. An alternate solution, where the SYNC signal is not deskewed

but is distributed to all the chips in a daisy chain manner, is needed and has been studied.

This solution is discussed in the following section.

2.1.2. Synchronization Procedure for a Clock with Multiple Phases

The solution for the problem of synchronization of the clock with multiple

phases distributed to various chips consists of sequentially implementing the following

four steps:

Step 1: Wait until all the PLLs have locked; at this stage, the clock signals are

deskewed but the clock phases may be out of synchronization.

Step 2: Stop the master clock.

Step 3: Send the SYNC signal to all the chips; then, the chips are ready to generate

the first clock phase at the next master clock edge.

Step 4: Restart the master clock.

After the first step, the delays of the VCDEs in each of the clock loops are set

such that all the clock loop delays are equal to each other. The duration of the master

clock stoppage should be set so that it is short relative to the filter bandwidths of the

PLLs but is long enough to allow for the SYNC signal to reach all the chips before the

restart of the master clock. This gurantees that the delays of the VCDEs set during the

first step is still maintained through the fourth step. Hence, during the fourth step, when

the master clock has restarted, the first wave of the master clock signal will

simultaneously reach the chips. Since the SYNC signal sent during the third step readied

the chips to generate the first clock phase upon receiving the next master clock edge, and



since the master clock signal reaches all the chips simultaneously during the fourth step,

the clock phases that are generated after the fourth step by the chips are all synchronized

with each other. The reason for this is that the delays through all the clock loops during

the fourth step are still equal to each other.

2.1.3. The Final Clock Skew Error for the First Deskew Scheme

In this section, a more mathematical treatment of the first deskew scheme and the

derivation of the expression for the final clock skew error are presented. Simple

expressions can be derived without any loss of generality from the parameters of two

clock loops. The term, Tref, represents the fixed delay through the reference delay loop. It

is connected to one of the inputs of all of the PLLs in the scheme as shown in Fig. 2.1.

The delay through the reference loop should be chosen such that following equation is

true under the assumption that the clock loop n has the maximum distribution delay

(Trmn and Tlmn ) while the clock loop 0 (Trm0 and Tlm0 ) has the minimum delay:

Trcn(min) + Trun + Trmn + Trdn + Tldn + Tlmn + Tlun + Tlcn (min) < Tref

< Trc 0(max) + Tru0 + Trm 0 + Trd 0 + Tld 0 + Tlu0 + Tlc 0(max)

The above condition ensures that the fixed reference delay is such that the VCDEs

with a limited variable delay range in each of the clock loops have enough delay range to

settle at appropriate states.

Following delay equations are satisfied by the clock loop 0 and the clock loop n,

respectively:

T0 − Tref = k0Tclk + ∆T0   Eq. 2.1

Tn − Tref = knTclk + ∆Tn   Eq. 2.2



where, T0 is the delay in the clock loop 0, Tn is the delay in the clock loop n, Tclk is the

period of the clock, k is an integer, and ∆  is the steady state phase detector error. When

the PLLs have locked the term ∆  in Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 approaches zero. Above

equations can be combined into a single equation by subtracting Eq. 2.2 from Eq. 2.1.

(T0 − Tref ) − (Tn − Tref ) = (∆T0 − ∆Tn ) + (k0 − kn )Tclk

T0 − Tn = ∆T0n + k0nTclk  Eq. 2.3

 A more detailed form of Eq. 2.3, expressed in individual delay terms of the clock

loops, is given below:

(Trc0 + Tru0 + Trm0 + Trd0 + Tld0 + Tlm0 + Tlu0 + Tlc0 ) − (Trcn + Trun + Trmn + Trdn + Tldn + Tlmn + Tlun + Tlcn )

= k0 nTclk + ∆T0n

Eq. 2.4

Since both the sent and returned routed paths of a clock loop are closely matched

to each other, it can be considered that Trm0 ≈ Tlm0 and Trmn ≈ Tlmn. Similarly, the

VCDE delays in the both paths of a clock loop are closely matched, Trc0 ≈ Tlc0 and Trcn

≈ Tlcn.

To state this in a more formal way, let,

Tlm0 = Trm0 ± m 0 ,Tlmn = Trmn ± mn ,Tlc 0 = Trc0 ± c 0 ,Tlcn = Trcn ± cn ,

Tru0 = Trun ± ru ,Tlu0 = Tlun ± lu ,Trd0 = Trdn ± rd ,Tld0 = Tldn ± ld Eq. 2.5

In terms of these parameters, Eq. 2.4 can be rewritten as,

2T
rc0

− 2T
rcn

±
c0

±
cn

+ 2T
rm0

− 2T
rmn

±
m0

±
mn

+ T
run

− T
run

±
ru

+Tlun − Tlun ± lu + Trdn − Trdn ± rd + Tldn − Tldn ± ld ≤ k0nTclk + ∆T0n



Eq. 2.6

From this equation the expression relating the skew error between the two clock

loops can be derived as follows:

T0
* = Trc0 + Trm 0 + Tru0 + Trd0 Eq. 2.7

Tn
* = Trcn + Trmn + Trun + Trdn Eq. 2.8

2T0
* − 2Tn

* ≤ k0 nTclk + ∆T0n ± c 0 ± cn ± m 0 ± mn ± ru ± lu ± rd ± ld Eq. 2.9

Which leads to,

Maximum Clock Skew Error = T0
* − Tn

*

≤
1

2
(k0nTclk + ∆T0 n + ru + lu + rd + ld + c0 + cn + m 0 + mn )

         Eq. 2.10

For k0n = 0, as is required in the scheme (see section 2.1.1), Eq. 2.10 simplifies

to,

Maximum Clock Skew Error = T0
* − Tn

*

≤
1

2
( ∆T0 n + ru + lu + rd + ld + c0 + cn + m 0 + mn )

     Eq. 2.11

Note the similarity of the above equation with the maximum skew error equation

for the second scheme derived in the next section. It can be readily seen that the relative

phase detector error, ∆T0n = ∆T0 − ∆Tn , can be as large as 2∆Tmax , where ∆Tmax  is the

maximum steady state phase error of the PLLs in the clock loops; the magnitudes of the

∆T0  and ∆Tn  can be equal to ∆Tmax but their signs can be opposite of each other. In terms

of ∆Tmax , the Eq. 2.11 becomes,



Error ≤
1

2
( 2∆Tmax + ru + lu + rd + ld + c 0 + cn + m 0 + mn )

Error ≤ ∆Tmax +
1

2
( ru + lu + rd + ld + c 0 + cn + m0 + mn )      Eq. 2.12

This equation gives the upper bound on the final skew error in the clock signals

distributed to various chips. The full weight of the phase detector error term, ∆Tmax ,

contributes to the upper bound of the final clock skew error, whereas, only half of their

values contribute for the rest of the error terms in Eq. 2.12. As will be described in the

next section, in the counterpart error equation for the second deskew scheme under the

special application case of just two deskewable clock signals, only half of the phase

detector error term (∆Tmax ) contributes to the overall clock skew error.

Indeed, the factor of 1/2 on the right side of the skew error expression (Eq. 2.18)

for the second scheme should be interpreted as the relaxed requirement on the

performance specification of the PLL relative to the first scheme. By reducing the

mismatch error terms, the performance requirements of the PLLs can be relaxed by as

much as a factor of two relative to the tolerable system skew margin.

The Eq. 2.12 and Eq. 2.18 shows that the limitation of the deskew scheme is due

to the limitations in the matching of the component delays and the performance of the

PLLs. The component delay mismatch terms, δc0, δcn, εru, εlu, could be made as small

as required relatively easily since the corresponding components are all fabricated in a

single chip. However, the terms, εrd, εld, are more likely to be larger since they represent

the delay mismatch of the devices fabricated on different chips. Of course, if they were

fabricated on the same wafer, these terms also would be made very small. The design

objective should be to minimize these error terms in the above equations.

2.1.4. The Overall Clock Skew Error for the Second Deskew Scheme



This scheme has the same performance limitations with regards to the final clock

skew error as that are applied to the first scheme for the objective of deskewing three or

more clock signals. For the special case of just two deskewable clock signals, however,

the second scheme has a significant advantage. In the second scheme, the phase detector

error contribution to the overall clock skew error is reduced by a factor of two. In other

words, a lower performance or a cheaper PLL can be used in the second scheme, and

have the same overall clock skew error as would be obtained when a higher performance

PLL was used in the first scheme. In the interest of clarity, the following derivation of the

expression for the clock skew error of the second scheme (Fig. 2.2) repeats some of the

derivations obtained for the first scheme. The error expression for the special case of only

two deskewable clock signals is obtained before the expression for the general case of

three or more clock signals.

Following delay equation is satisfied by the clock loop n:

T0 − Tn = knTclk + ∆Tn      Eq. 2.13

where, T0 is the delay in the clock loop 0, Tn is the delay in the clock loop n, Tclk

is the period of the clock, kn is an integer, and ∆  is the steady state phase detector error

of the PLL in the clock loop n. The term, ∆ , should become negligibly small once the

PLL in the clock loop n has been locked. This equation can be expressed in terms of the

component delays of the clock loops as follows (Fig. 2.2);

(Trc0 + Tru0 + Trm0 + Trd0 + Tld0 + Tlm0 + Tlu0 + Tlc0 ) − (Trcn + Trun + Trmn + Trdn + Tldn + Tlmn + Tlun + Tlcn )

= knTclk + ∆Tn

     Eq. 2.14

If the relationships among the terms in above equation are defined as follows,

Tlm0 = Trm0 ± m 0 ,Tlmn = Trmn ± mn ,Tlc 0 = Trc0 ± c 0 ,Tlcn = Trcn ± cn ,



Tru0 = Trun ± ru ,Tlu0 = Tlun ± lu ,Trd0 = Trdn ± rd ,Tld0 = Tldn ± ld

the Eq. 2.14 can be rewritten as,

2Trc0 − 2Trcn ± c 0 ± cn + 2Trm0 − 2Trmn ± m 0 ± mn + Trun − Trun ± ru

+Tlun − Tlun ± lu + Trdn − Trdn ± rd + Tldn − Tldn ± ld ≤ knTclk + ∆Tn

     Eq. 2.15

From this equation the expression relating the clock skew error between the two

clock loops can be derived as follows:

T0
* = Trc0 + Tru0 + Trm0 + Trd0

Tn
* = Trcn + Trun + Trmn + Trdn

2T0
* − 2Tn

* ≤ knTclk + ∆Tn ± c 0 ± cn ± m 0 ± mn ± ru ± lu ± rd ± ld      Eq. 2.16

which leads to,

Maximum Clock Skew Error for the Special Case = T0
* − Tn

*

≤
1

2
( knTclk + ∆Tn + ru + lu

+ rd + ld + c 0 + cn + m0 + mn )

       Eq. 2.17

For kn= 0, as is required in the scheme, Eq. 2.17 simplifies to,

Maximum Clock Skew Error for the Special Case = T0
* − Tn

*

≤
1

2
( ∆Tn + ru + lu + rd

+ ld + c 0 + cn + m0 + mn )

       Eq. 2.18

Above expression for the overall clock skew error is valid for the special case of



two deskewable clock signals. The main distinguishing factor between the above

equation (Eq. 2.18) and Eq. 2.12 of the first scheme is that ∆Tmax
is reduced by a factor of

two in the above equation but is not in Eq. 2.12. Unfortunately, this expression does not

hold true for the more general case involving three or more clock signals. The skew error

between any of the clock signals and the reference clock signal, T0*, is still governed by

Eq. 2.18, but the error among the rest of the clock signals, T1*, ... , Tn* , is governed by a

different equation similar to Eq. 2.12 of the first scheme. It should be noted that for the

first scheme, the same skew error expression govern both the special and the general

cases.

The delay equations that are satisfied by the clock loop 1 and the clock loop n can

be expressed as,

T0 − T1 = k1Tclk + ∆T1      Eq. 2.19

T0 − Tn = knTclk + ∆Tn      Eq. 2.20

After subtracting Eq. 2.19 from Eq. 2.20,

(T0 − Tn ) − (T0 − T1 ) = (kn − k1)Tclk + (∆Tn − ∆T1 )

T1 − Tn = kn1Tclk + ∆Tn1      Eq. 2.21

It can be seen that Eq. 2.21 is equivalent to Eq. 2.3 of the first scheme. Skipping

the analogous error parameter definitions and intermediate derivation steps, the general

case overall clock skew error for the second deskew scheme, which is equivalent to Eq.

2.12 of the first scheme, is as follows:

Maximum Clock Skew Error for the General Case of the Second Scheme = T1
* − Tn

*

≤ ∆Tmax +
1

2
( ru + lu + rd + ld + c1 + cn + m1 + mn )



     Eq. 2.22

Above result makes sense since the clock loop 0 time delay (T0) can be treated as

the reference delay of the first scheme (Tref) for the general case of the second scheme.

Because the skew errors are governed by essentially the same equation for the general

cases of both schemes and the layout of the first scheme is much easier to implement than

the second scheme, the first scheme is judged to be superior and is recommended for the

general cases of three or more deskewable clock signals.

2.1.5. Notational Definitions

The following delay mismatch terms are derived from the delay terms defined in

Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2:

m0 = Tlm 0 − Trm0 The delay mismatch between the sent and return paths of

the clock loop 0.

mn = Tlmn − Trmn The delay mismatch between the sent and return paths of

the clock loop n.

c 0 = Tlc 0 − Trc0 The delay mismatch between the VCDEs on the sent and

return paths of the clock loop 0.

cn = Tlcn − Trcn The delay mismatch between the VCDEs on the sent and

return paths of the clock loop n.

ru = Tru0 − Trun The delay mismatch between the upper drivers of the clock

loops, 0 and n.

lu = Tlu0 − Tlun The delay mismatch between the upper receivers of the



clock loops, 0 and n.

rd = Trd0 − Trdn The delay mismatch between the lower receivers of the

clock loops, 0 and n.

ld = Tld 0 − Tldn The delay mismatch between the lower drivers of the clock

loops, 0 and n.



Chapter 3

Circuits for the Deskew Scheme

In this chapter deskew circuits, developed for the F-RISC project, are discussed.

These have been simulated using the 50 GHz baseline HBT models. Since the differential

logic and the power supply voltage of -5.2 V have been chosen for rest of the chips of the

F-RISC project, the deskew circuits are also designed for the same power supply voltage

and are differential. Since low chip yields are expected due to the experimental nature of

the current GaAs/AlGaAs HBT technology, it is paramount that the circuits be as simple

as possible. Also, it should be kept in mind that there is more than one way to realize the

deskew scheme presented in this thesis. The set of circuit designs described in this

chapter is just one among many possible implementations.

PHASE

DETECTOR

FILTER

CLOCKV.C.D.E. V.C.D.E.

CLOCK LOOP

F(s)

R

C
KPD

KVCDE

Fig. 3.1. Block diagram of the PLL

3.1. Analysis of the CLOCK Loops



The overall block diagram of a clock loop and a PLL can be modelled by a

standard closed loop control system shown in Fig. 3.1. In the following, the equations

modelling the general closed loop behaviour of the system are derived. From these

equations the parameters of the filter stage can be determined to meet the overall deskew

specification. The phase detector and the Voltage Controlled Delay Element (VCDE)

blocks are represented by the constants, KPD and KVCDE , respectively. The filter block is

represented by the transfer function F(s). A continuous time linear system is assumed

during the analysis.

A simple integrator circuit has been found to be sufficient to be used as the filter

block of PLL for the task of the clock deskew. It produces the desired over-damped

closed-loop response while providing sufficient open-loop gain that results in the small

steady state phase detector error, εss. The over-damped system is desirable for several

reasons: first, there is no overshoot or ringing behaviour on the PLL outputs as would be

the case in an under-damped system. An over-damped system is more stable during the

acquisition mode of the PLLs. Second, once the system has been locked a very stable

output is necessary to avoid jitter; an over-damped system is more immune to the ever

present noise. The block diagram of the differential integrator is shown in Fig. 3.2. The

transfer function of the circuit, assuming a finite constant amplifier gain of A, can be

derived as,

F s
Vout s

Vin s

A

sRC A

A

s
( )

( )

( ) ( )
= =

+ +
=

+1 1 1 1
Eq. 3.1

where, τ1 =  RC(1+A) (See Appendix A). Note, from Eq. 3.1, it is evident that the DC

gain of the transfer function is equal to A. The parameters R and C are chosen to be as

large as possible so that the bandwidth of the filter is minimized. It was deemed that a

resistor of 3 KΩ (240 µm2) and a capacitor of 6 pF (0.05 mm2) result in an acceptable



filter bandwidth and chip area.

In the actual implementation of the circuit a small capacitor of 0.4 pF connects the

middle points of the input resistors. It is used to prevent the high frequency noise signals

generated from the UP and DOWN signals associated with the digital phase detectors

from reaching the inputs of the amplifier circuit. A certain amount of time is required for

the amplifier circuit to physically respond to the input signals. If the input signal changes

too fast for the slew rate of the amplifier circuit the output signal has some high

frequency noise resulting in jitter.

A more accurate filter transfer function than Eq. 3.1 is obtained if a first order

approximation of the amplifier is utilized, where A = A0/(1+sτ0). (See Appendix A):

F(s) =

A0

0 RC

s2 + s(
1

RC
+ 1+ A0

0

) + 1

0 RC

Eq. 3.2

The open loop gain, G(s), can be expressed as,

G(s) = KPD ⋅ KVCDE ⋅ F(s) =

KPD ⋅ KVCDE ⋅ A0

0 RC

s2 + s(
1

RC
+ 1+ A0

0

) + 1

0 RC

Eq. 3.3

with K0 = KPDKVCDEA0.

The closed loop system equation can be expressed as,

C

R
=

G(s)

1 + G(s)
=

K0

0RC

s2 + s(
1

RC
+ 1+ A0

0

) + K0 +1

0RC

Eq. 3.4

Similarly, the expected steady state error in response to the worst case step input



is,

(s)

R(s)
=

1

1+ G(s)
=

s2 + s(
1

RC
+

1 + A0

0

) +
1

0RC

s2 + s(
1

RC
+ 1+ A0

0

) + 1 + K0

0RC

Eq. 3.5

After applying the finite value theorem,

ss = lim
t →∞

(t) = lim
s →0

s ⋅ (s) = lim
s → 0

s ⋅
R0

s
⋅(s2 + s(

1

RC
+

1 + A0

0

) +
1

0RC
)

s2 + s(
1

RC
+ 1 + A0

0

) + 1

0RC

ss
R

K
=

+
0

1 0
, where R0 = Initial Skew. Eq. 3.6

For the design requirement in the ideal case of perfect delay matches of the

drivers and receivers is,

Final Skew Error =  
1

2
5ss ps≤

Which leads to,

ss
R

K
ps=

+
≤0

1 0
10 Eq. 3.7

For an initial skew of R0 = 110 ps, the requirement of K0 ≥ 10 needs to be met.

In the actual circuit, the gain of the filter, A, is adjusted such that the above

condition is met. The reason for this is that KPD and KVCDE are more difficult to vary than

the gain, A, of the filter. The design procedure that was followed, treats KPD and KVCDE

parameters as more or less fixed.



With the KPD and KVCDE parameters shown in Table 3.1, the requirement on the

gain of the filter is A ≥ 31.

Ko = KPD ⋅ KVCDE ⋅ A = (0.03
V

rad
⋅11.1

rad

V
⋅ 31) ≈10.3 ≥ 10.

The actual gain of the integrator circuit was determined with SPICE and was

found to be A ≈ 220 (Fig. 3.14).

Another design specification requires that the closed loop system (Eq. 3.4)

exihibit an over damped behaviour. Inserting the parameters of the design described in

this thesis (see Table 3.1) into the denominator of Eq. 3.4 yields,

D(s) = s2 + (2.832×109)s + 4.676×1016 = s2 + 2ξωns + ωn2.

Solving for ξ results in ξ = 6.55 > 1, as desired.
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Fig. 3.2. Simple differential integrator filter circuit

Table 3.1. The design parameters

Parameter Name Value

KPD 0.03V/rad

KVCDE 11.1 rad/V

A 220

τ0 0.0796 µs

τ1 3.98 µs

In the next section, the designs of phase detector, VCDEs, and filter circuits (more

specifically the amplifier block within it) are described.
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3.2. PLL Design

The PLL shown in Fig. 3.1 can be partitioned into three functional blocks;

VCDEs, phase detector, and filter. The circuit design for each of the blocks are presented

in the following.

3.2.1. VCDE

The PLLs in the deskew scheme utilize VCDEs instead of more conventional

Voltage Controlled Oscillators (VCOs). Fig. 3.3 shows the VCDE circuit and Fig. 3.4

shows the delay vs. control voltage curve of four cascaded VCDEs. This circuit is based

on the VCDE circuit shown in [GreubPat]. From this curve, KVCDE parameter can be

obtained; since a clock loop contains two VCDEs actual KVCDE is twice the slope of the

curve. The asymmetry in the VCDE characteristic means that separate limiter threshold

voltages are required for positive and negative delays. With the delay characteristic



shown in Fig. 3.4, larger negative voltage is needed to achieve the same amount of delay

change than obtained by positive voltage.

The control voltage from the filter is applied at CON2J1 and CON2J0. The clock

signal is input to CLKI1J1 and CLKI1J0; its delayed output appears at CLKQ1J1 and

CLKQ1J0. The DELAY2 subcircuit has a fixed delay associated with it. The CON2J1

and CON2J0 control the relative proportion of the current output of the resistive current

source, R5, that is flowing in the Q1_1, Q1_2 transistor pair and in the Q1_3, Q1_4

transistor pair. Transistor pair Q1_1, Q1_2 forms a differential amplifier that amplifies

input clock signals CLKI1J1, CLKI1J0 to produce output differential signal at their

collectors, CLKQ1J1 and CLKQ1J0. The gain of the Q1_1, Q1_2 amplifier is determined

from the current flowing in Q1_5 and the collector resistors R1, R2. Silmilarly, the

transistor pair Q1_3, Q1_4 forms a differential amplifier that amplifies the DELAY2

output signal appearing at the bases of Q1_3, Q1_4. The gain of this transistor pair is

again determined by the current flowing in Q1_6 and the collector resistors R1, R2.

On the rising edge of CLKI1, transistor Q1_1 immediately pulls down the VCDE

output, CLKQ1J0, and transistor Q1_2 pulls up CLKQ1J1. Sometime later, the change in

DELAY2 output reaches the bases of Q1_3 and Q1_4, thereby causing Q1_3 to pull

down further CLKQ1J0 and Q1_4 to pull up further CLKQ1J1. The current output of the

resistive current source, R5, is shared by R1 and R2.

If the control voltage, CON2, is large and positive, all of the current is directed to

Q1_1 and Q1_2 transistors causing Q1_3 and Q1_4 to be cut off; any change in the input

appears immediately at the output with the minimum delay. On the other hand, if CON2

is large and negative, all of the current is directed to Q1_3 and Q1_4 transistors resulting

in the cut-off state for Q1_1 and Q1_2 transistors. Any change in the input signal now is



delayed by the DELAY2 subcircuit resulting in the maximum delay of the output signal.

For an in-between level of the control voltage, the delay in the output is also in-between

the extreme delay ranges of former two cases; amount of delay being proportional to the

applied voltage.
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Fig. 3.6b. SPICE simulation of UP and DOWN signals

3.2.2. Phase Detector

The phase detector characteristics for the second deskew scheme should be such

that its output vs. phase difference curve goes through the origin instead of at a point

shifted by π/2 such as on four quadrant multiplier. Fig. 3.5a shows the ideal digital phase

detector characteristics. This characteristic ensures that when the PLLs are locked the two

input signals are in synchronous with each other instead of being off by π/2. The ideal

phase detector range is 4π. The actual characteristic is shown in Fig. 3.5b.

Fig. 3.8 shows the digital phase detector circuit. R3, R3B, V3, and V3B are the

input signals. The master-slave latches are used to generate the UP and DOWN pulses of

appropriate durations during every period; these represent the output signals and are

connected to the filter circuit through the Gate Keeper (GATEKPR) circuit. The pulse

widths of the UP and DOWN signals depend on which one of the two inputs first detects

the rising clock edge and the duration between the rising edges of the inputs. As the PLLs

are locked, the UP and DOWN pulses tend toward narrow pulses of equal widths(Fig.

3.6). The narrow pulses of equal widths indicate that VCDEs have been appropriately

adjusted so that the two clock inputs of the phase detector, R3, R3B, V3, V3B (Fig. 3.8),

are in phase. With an ideal phase detector, the narrow width pulses would not exist.

Instead, once the PLLs have locked, the UP and DOWN signals would exhibit logic low

flat lines. These pulses are a common mode signal that eventually gets rejected by the

differential filter circuit.

The phase detector circuit of Fig. 3.8 has two potential lock states as shown in

Fig. 3.7; they are labelled as Case 1 and Case 2. The pulses of the same set of clock

inputs, R and V, can be paired off with each other in two different ways. Both cases



correspond to the two positions of the separate curves as indicated on the phase detector

characteristics of Fig. 3.5. For proper deskew, all of the PLLs must lock to the same

characteristics, i.e., either to Case 1 or to Case 2. Therefore, a phase detector limiting

circuit that insures the PLLs to lock to only one state is needed.

The HIGH and LOW signals are provided from the limiting circuit within the

filter circuit to detect the cases in which the phase detector attempts to lock to the

improper input clock pairs. These signals are generated from within the filter whenever

its output voltage to the VCDEs are at either extreme ends of the range. When the phase

detector initially tries to lock to the Case 2 state, the PLL will attempt to lock to the

position labelled as, 2π, in Fig. 3.5; the improper state.

To reach this improper state the filter needs to output a voltage of large

magnitude; this voltage can not be larger than the maximum tolerable input voltage of the

VCDEs. The HIGH and LOW signals are generated by exploiting this fact. They are

generated by sensing whether the filter output voltage has reached a certain threshold

voltage, which has been set near the end of the filter output range.

The HIGH and LOW signals of the filter behave more like the analog signals than

the digital ones in that their edges exhibit very slow rising or falling time. Hence, the two

Schmitt triggers (Fig. 3.12) are utilized to make the signals more sharply defined to the

digital circuits RS3 shown in Fig. 3.9. Upon the receipt of either the HIGH or LOW

signals, the phase detector appropriately corrects itself and proceeds to lock to the proper

pairs of the input clock pulses.

The chain of events following the generation of the HIGH signal are as follows;

similar complementary events occur for the LOW signal. The Schmitt trigger, upon the

receipt of the HIGH signal, asserts logic high the Force Down (FD3) input of the



GATEKPR (Fig. 3.13). The FD3 is asserted logic high, whereas the FU3 remains logic

low. Then, the filter output changes its direction and moves downward. Moments later,

the HIGH signal from the filter will be deasserted. However, the filter output continues to

move downward until the SR3 is cleared by the third Schmitt trigger, which senses the

change in the timing relationship between the UP2 and DOWN2 pulses. The change in

the relationship indicates the change in the state of the phase detector; the state has

jumped from the Case 2 to the Case 1. The phase detector is now set to lock onto the

proper state that results in the proper clock deskew.

Initially, the rising edges of the clock inputs arrive at different instants on the two

PD1MSLCs resulting in a long pulse width for either the UP2 or DOWN2 output signals.

When both of the PD1MSLCs detect the rising clock edges, the OR1 asserts CLR1 signal

to logic high causing the UP2 and DOWN2 outputs to be asserted logic low. The circuit

is now ready for another pair of clock input pulses to begin the cycle described above.

The subcircuits of the phase detector circuit are shown in Fig. 3.9 through Fig.

3.13. The internal signals of the subcircuits except the OR1 are differential. To

compensate for the lower noise margin of the singled-ended signal OR1 circuit, the noise

margin for the PD1MSLC had been doubled over the normal margin present in other

differential circuits.

The RS3 is a simple set-reset flip flop. The PD1MSLC is unique to the phase

detector circuit. Its uniqueness is a result of the level one clear signal, CLR1J1. The

proper operation of the phase detector demands that the PD1MSLC be able to clear itself

with as little a delay as possible. The level one signal input has the minimum propagation

delay among the three possible levels. The rest of the circuit comprises a simple master-

slave latch with a level two output.



The OR1 of Fig. 3.11 receives two single-ended signals, A2J1 and B2J1, but

outputs a differential signal, OR1J1 and OR1J0. The base of Q1_3, labelled as ORREF, is

maintained at the voltage that corresponds to the midpoint of the voltage ranges of A2J1

and B2J1 inputs. Q1_6, Q1_7, R4, and R6 are used to speed up the output change by

shifting the threshold voltage, ORREF. For example, if both of the inputs, A2J1 and

B2J1, are asserted logic low, the voltage at the ORREF rises due to Q1_6 and R4; the

magnitude of the differential voltage input is increased, which speeds up the output

transition. The right portion of the circuit, from Q1_8 to Q1_13, are used to track the

output of the PD1MSLC. The Q1_8, Q1_9, and R7 of the OR1 track the Q1_18, Q1_20,

and R9 of the PD1MSLC of Fig. 3.10. By connecting the base of Q1_8 to the R8 and R9,

the midpoint of voltage level of the PD1MSLC output is obtained; R8 and R9 of the OR1

track R6 of the PD1MLSC, Q1_10 tracks Q1_10, Q1_11 tracks Q1_13, Q1_12 and

Q1_13 track Q1_16 and Q1_17.

For the Schmitt trigger to change its output, the input must change by a certain

minimum amount (threshold). When the input has changed by greater than this threshold,

the output changes swiftly making it ideal to convert the slowly changing analog input

signal to more digital output signal. The Schmitt trigger shown in Fig. 3.12 utilizes the

positive feed back during the output transition. This circuit is based on the Schmitt trigger

circuit in [GreubThe].

For the output to change from logic low to logic high the input must be large

enough to cause change in the voltage between the ML and MR. This is achieved when

the voltage across R3 is equal in magnitude to the voltage difference between the TL and

TR. The voltage across R3 in turn depends on the input voltage, D1J1 and D1J0.

The GATEKPR has three proper modes of operation. In the first mode, it



becomes a transparent pathway for the UP2 and DOWN2 pulses to the filter; the FU3 and

FD3 are asserted logic low. In the second mode, the FU3 is asserted logic high which

results in logic high assertion at the output. On the other hand, if the FD3 is asserted logic

high then the output is asserted logic low; the third mode.

Case 1 Case 2

R:

V:

Inputs of phase detector circuit

Outputs of phase detector circuit

Up:

Down:

Up:

Down:

Case 1

Case 2

Fig. 3.7. Two potential lock states for phase detector



Fig. 3.8. Phase Detector circuit
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3.2.3. Filter



A simple integrator filter circuit shown in Fig. 3.2 contains an amplifier circuit.

An ideal integrator has an op-amplifier with an infinite gain or very large gain that can be

approximated to be infinite. However, with a supply voltage limited to -5.2 V and the

need for a small device count to improve the yield, the amplifier circuit shown in Fig.

3.14 has been designed to have gain of 220. This circuit can be partitioned into three

stages; two amplifier stages and a part of the limiter stage, which is shared with the phase

detector. In analyzing the circuit, it should be noted that the Vbe of the HBT is ≈ 1.4V.

The gain of the first amplifier stage is expressed by,

A1 =
gm ⋅ RC

1+ gm ⋅re

=

IC

VT

⋅ RC

1+ IC

VT

⋅re

=

1.7mA

2
⋅

1

26mV
⋅ 2.5KΩ

1 + (
1.7mA

2
⋅ 1

26mV
⋅22Ω)

≈ 47.5 Eq. 3.7

Similarly, the gain of the second smplifier stage can be expressed by,

A2 =
gm ⋅ RC

1+ gm ⋅(RE + re)
=

(1.9 mA ⋅1.4KΩ) / ( 2⋅26mV)

1 + (1.9 mA ⋅ 222Ω) / ( 2⋅ 26mV )
≈ 5.6 Eq. 3.8

The gain of the two stages from these simple calculations turns out to be, A1A2 ≈

266. It is in reasonable agreement with the PSPICE simulation result (gain of 220) as

shown in Fig. 3.15. The stability of the amplifier circuit was another design concern

besides the need to generate enough gain. The two capacitors, C1 and C2, are used to

place a dominant pole at low frequency; it is placed to take advantage of the miller effect

via the high gain of the first amplifier stage. Fig. 3.15 shows the frequency and the phase

responses of the circuit. It can be readily seen that the phase margin is greater than 45°,

insuring that the amplifier remains stable at any frequency. Similar plots for the integrator

filter is shown in Fig. 3.16.

Two Schottky diodes, D1 and D2, have turn-on voltages of about 750 mV. These



diodes are used to give some "head room" to the Q1_3 and Q1_4 of the first amplifier

stage to prevent them from going into saturation.

The third stage, located at the right side of Fig. 3.14, constantly senses the filter

output to determine whether it is within the phase detector limits of Fig. 3.5 and outputs

either HIGH or LOW signal, when the filter output ventures out of the limits. Simple

comparators are found to be sufficient for the task. The Q1_17 and Q1_18 transistor pair

forms a comparator that generates the LOW signal; the Q1_12 and Q1_13 transistor pair

forms a comparator that generates the HIGH signal. The bases of Q1_17 and Q1_13 are

connected to LFREF and RFREF, respectively. They are the threshold reference voltage

signals of the respective comparators. When the filter output is within the limits, Q1_12

and Q1_18 transistors are turned on, resulting in logic low assertions for the HIGH and

LOW signals. But as the filter output becomes more negative, VOUT will eventually be

lower than LFREF, turning off Q1_18 and turning on Q1_17; LOW is then asserted logic

high. Similarly, as the filter output becomes more positive, VOUTB eventually becomes

lower than RFREF, turning off Q1_12 and turning on Q1_13 instead. This time, HIGH is

asserted logic high.



Fig. 3.14. Amplifier circuit
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3.2.4. Drivers and Receivers

The differential driver and receiver circuits are shown in Fig. 3.17. The driver

does not have collector pull up resistors since it is designed to drive transmission lines

with 50Ω characteristics impedance. Transistors have been clustered to increase the

current drive capability. The Schottky diodes are used to ensure that VCBs of Q3_1 and

Q3_2 are less than the collector-base breakdown voltage. The receiver inputs are

terminated with 50Ω resistors (R1 and R4).

3.2.5. Lock condition sensor

The lock condition sensor shown in Fig. 3.19 asserts LOCK signal when it

determines that the PLLs have locked onto the input clock signals. There are two

SORAND gates in this circuit. The top one is used as an OR gate while the bottom one is

used as an AND gate; CML gates have complementary functions.

On the top signal path, UP and DOWN signals are ORed, inverted, delayed (by

LOCKDELs), and sent to the data inputs of a master-slave latch (MSLC1). On the bottom

signal path, UP and DOWN signals are ANDed and sent to the write inputs of the

MSLC1. As shown in Fig. 3.18, ZIN is delayed by a small amount relative to ZOUT. The

delay does not affect the MSLC1 output when the PLLs are in acquisition state due to the

relatively large pulse widths of ZIN, but as the PLLs begin to lock, the widths of the ZIN

pulses diminish and eventually become smaller than that of the fine delay inserted in the

top path. At this point, ZIN would be presenting an opposite data to the data inputs of the

MSLC1, resulting in the assertion of LOCK signal. Another MSLC1 gate has been added

to clean up the quality of the LOCK signal.
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Fig. 3.19. Lock sensor



Fig. 3.20. Overview of the deskewing process
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Fig. 3.23. The filter output behaviour in response to the activation of the limiting circuit



3.3. Overall circuit simulation results

Fig. 3.20 shows the overall behaviour of the two clock signals being deskewed

with substantial initial skew. The zoomed up view of the simulation in Fig. 3.21 shows

the initial skew of over 110 ps between the clock signals at two chips due to large

mismatch in the clock distribution lengths. The same clock signals after the deskew

circuit has responded shows a substantial reduction in the skew to less than 5 ps (Fig.

3.22).

In Fig. 3.23, the bouncing behaviour of the filter output due to the phase detector

limiting circuit is shown. The initial change in the direction of the filter output is due to

the forced improper lock by the simulation set up to test the limiting circuit.



Chapter 4

Four Clock Phase and SYNC/RESET Generator
Circuits

4.1. Clock Phase Generator Circuit

The main function of the clock phase generator circuit for the F-RISC/G is the

generation of four periodic clock pulses of equal duration from a master clock of twice

the needed frequency. Each of these pulses corresponds to one of the four phases or

divisions into which an instruction cycle is divided in the F-RISC/G architecture. Hence,

for a 1000 MIPS microprocessor, the nominal pulse duration is 250 ps. SPICE

simulations indicate a pulse duration of about 240 ps for the phase generator circuit to be

used in the F-RISC/G (Fig. 4.1). The part of the circuit that generates four phases from a

master clock is based on [GREUBPAT] with modifications for the differential operation.

This circuit generates a pulse at each of the rising and falling edges of the master clock

signal with a pulse duration equal to the half of the master clock period; the master clock

signal frequency must be twice the desired clock frequency for a clock with four phases.

In addition to the architectural requirements of generating four phases, the circuit must

adhere to the requirements of the boundary scan testing scheme implemented in the

fabricated chips. It must be able to freeze the clock in any phase for an arbitrary duration.

The circuit that implements this freeze function is developed and shown in Fig. 4.2. The

clock can be frozen after the generation of one clock phase. When the clock is eventually

restarted the clock phases must continue from the frozen state. For example, if the clock

was frozen during the second phase, the third phase should be generated next instead of

the first phase. This would cause desired change in the state of the chip being tested. The

functional test can be done by comparing the observed state with the expected ones.
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Fig. 4.1. The SPICE simulation of the Clock Phase Generator circuit with the FREEZE

signal asserted



In Fig. 4.3 the circuit that generates four phases from the master clock is shown.

The circuit that generates the first phase (PHCKT1) is shown in Fig. 4.4 and is slightly

different from the circuit for the generation of the second through fourth phases

(PHCKT2, PHCKT3, PHCKT4 ) as shown in Fig. 4.5. The main differences between the

two circuits are their behaviours when the synchronization (SYNC) signal is logic high.

The first clock phase (PHOUT1) is asserted logic high whereas the second through the

fourth clock phases (PHOUT2, PHOUT3, and PHOUT4) are asserted logic low. The state

of the clock phases remain unchanged until SYNC is asserted logic low, after which the

clock phases are generated sequentially.

As the master clock oscillates, Q1_69 and Q1_70 are alternately switched and the

current is alternately pulled in ICLK and ICLKB. The ICLK is connected to first and

third phases and the ICLKB is connected to second and fourth phases. The VBIN and

VBOUT in each of the phase generator circuits are connected in a daisy chain manner.

The current may flow either in the ICLK or the ICLKB, as mentioned before. If it

flows in ICLK, this current flows either in Q1_9 (Fig. 4.4) of the PHCKT1 or in Q1_60

(Fig. 4.5) of the PHCKT3. The actual flow depends on which transistor base (VBIN) is at

a higher voltage. If the current flows in the ICLKB, this current flows either in Q1_60

(Fig. 4.5) of the PHCKT2 or the PHCKT4.

During the period when the SYNC is at logic high, the VBOUT of the PHCKT1

(VBOUT1) is asserted logic high as are the VBINs of the PHCKT1 and PHCKT2

(VBIN1 and VBIN2). On the otherhand, VBOUT2, VBOUT3, and VBOUT4 are asserted

logic low as are the VBIN3 and VBIN4. Immediately following the deassertion of the

SYNC to logic low, the VBIN1 and VBIN2 are at higher voltages relative to the VBIN3

and VBIN4, respectively. If at this moment the current flows in the ICLK, this current



would flow through Q1_9 of the PHCKT1 causing current to flow in Q1_11 and logic

high at the PHOUT1.
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During this period the VBIN1, VBIN2, and VBOUT1 are still maintained at logic

high. When the master clock change causes current flow in the ICLKB, this current flows

in Q1_60 of the PHCKT2 instead of the PHCKT4 since the VBIN2 is at a higher voltage

than the VBIN4. The current flow in Q1_60 results in the current flow in Q1_62 of the

PHCKT2 and results in logic high of the PHOUT2. Meanwhile, the current no longer

flows in Q1_9 of the PHCKT1 and results in the VREFB at higher voltage than the

VREF. The current through Q1_11 switches to Q1_1, and the PHOUT1 is asserted logic

low.

The next change in the master clock causes Q1_69 to turn on and the current is

pulled from the ICLK instead of the ICLKB. Since the VBIN3 is precharged to a higher

voltage than the VBIN1 during the previous state, the current flows through Q1_60 of the

PHCKT3 instead of Q1_9 of the PHCKT1. Consequently, the VBOUT3 is asserted logic

high while the VBOUT2 falls back to logic low. The next change in the master clock

asserts the VBOUT4 to logic high and the VBOUT3 to logic low. The next change

asserts the VBOUT1 to logic high and the sequence of the clock phase generation has

come to a full circle. In essence, the asserted PHCKT prepares the adjacent PHCKT for

the coming transition in the master clock through the VBOUT/VBIN connections.

As shown Fig. 4.2, the freeze circuit consists of three major blocks; FPHDLAT,

FPHMSLC, and FPHXORA. FPHDLAT is a simple latch circuit as shown in Fig. 4.6.

The FPHMSLC is a master-slave latch with a clear as shown in Fig. 4.7. The FPHXORA

shown in Fig. 4.8 is a combination of an AND circuit and an Exclusive-OR (XOR)

circuit.

When the EN3J1 signal is asserted logic high, the FPHMSLC outputs are

eventually asserted logic high. The FPHDLAT becomes transparent and the master clock



is directly provided to the FPHFOUR, which genenerates the four phases as described

above.
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The initial state of the FPHMSLC output could be at either logic high or logic

low. If it is at logic low, the output of the FPHXORA generates write signal resulting in a

logic high at the FPHMSLC outputs. The XOR part of the FPHXORA senses master

clock and the output of the FPHDLAT. If the EN2J1 is at logic low, one of the XOR is

held constant and the XOR reduces either to a buffer or an inverter. Since the other input

is the master clock, the output of the XOR is either the master clock or the inversion of it.

This output provides one of the two input signals to the AND part of the FPHXORA, the

other input is obtained from the FPHMSLC. Since when the EN2J1 is at logic low so is

the Q1J1, then the AND gate is enabled and the output of the FPHXORA begins to

generate the clock waveform. However, only one pulse is allowed to pass through the

AND; when the first output pulse of the FPHXORA writes logic high to the FPHMSLC,

one of the inputs of the AND is asserted low, effectively blocking further pulses from

reaching the FPHMSLC. The EN2J1 is then asserted logic high, resulting in the

transparent mode of the FPHDLAT.

To freeze the clock phases, the asynchronous EN3J1 signal must be asserted logic

low. The EN2J1 is then asserted logic low and the FPHDLAT goes into the hold-mode; it

maintains the last read data. In this mode, there is no transistions in the clock provided to

the FPHFOUR and thus no new clock phases are generated. As long as the EN3J1 is

asserted logic low, the EN2J1 remains asserted logic low and the clock also remains in

the frozen state. During this period the activities of the FPHXORA are effectively

ignored. When the EN3J1 is no longer asserted low, the events described in previous

paragraphs occur.



4.2. SYNC and RESET Generator Circuit

The SYNC and RESET signals, as described in the Chapter 2, are used to

communicate with the rest of the chips on the MCM. The SYNC is used to reset the

phase generator circuits in those chips to the known states so that the clock phases at each

of the chips on an MCM are synchronized. The RESET signals the instruction decoder

that the clock has been deskewed and the permission has been granted for it to proceed

with its normal operations.

The timing diagram specification for the SYNC/RESET (S/R) generator circuit is

shown in Fig. 4.9. The SYNC is asserted logic low a half period (250 ps) after the LOCK

is asserted logic high. This delay provides sufficient time margin to stop the master clock

before the assertion of the SYNC. The master clock must remain logic high when it is

stopped to ensure that the first clock phases are asserted logic high upon the receipt of the

SYNC. This turns on Q1_69 of Fig. 4.3, which can provide current to either the PHCKT1

or the PHCKT3. As explained in the previous section, PHOUT1 is asserted logic high as

long as the SYNC is also asserted logic high.

The master clock is stopped for at least 1.5 ns. The exact stopping time can be

shorter depending on the length of the SYNC distribution. However, this time must be

sufficiently large to allow for the propagation of the SYNC to all the chips on the MCM.

Once the master clock is restarted, the S/R generator circuit counts up until 8 ns has

passed and asserts the RESET for another 8 ns.

Fig. 4.10 shows the S/R generator circuit in a simplified form with just the single-

ended wirings for clarity. Fig. 4.11 shows the differential version of the circuit with the

minor details. This circuit can be divided into two parts that generate the SYNC and the

RESET signals. The part that generates the SYNC is made up of the edge sensitive D-



Latches that are sequentially asserted logic high (Fig. 4.9). One function of this circuit is

to time the freeze duration of the master clock. The B3 is asserted logic high 1.5 ns after

the assertion of B0. The XOR output, X, is then asserted logic high setting up for the

transition of the FREEZE on the next master clock edge.

After the FREEZE is asserted logic high the master clock is restarted and the

FRELAT is asserted logic low. Then, the clear inputs of the counter bits are asserted

logic low allowing the counter to start. The RESET is asserted logic high when the

counter has counted 1000002 and remains high until it has counted 1111112. On the next

clock the RESET is asserted logic low. The duration of the RESET is specified to be

between 2 ns to 8 ns. This specification is determined by the Boundary-Scan Test circuit

used in the instruction decoder chip, which has been designed by Robert Philhower of the

F-RISC/G group. The S/R generator circuit, as presented here, is designed to have the

duration of 4 ns for the 2 GHz master clock. The RESLAT is asserted logic high after the

detection of the falling edge of the RESET. Then, the clear input of the counter is

asserted logic high and it is effectively stopped.

The level one to level two buffers are needed in a ripple counter, since each latch

representing a bit is to be connected to two inputs of different levels; this exemplifies the

drawback of the CML circuits in that the input levels can be different and must be

matched when the connections are made between gates.

The SPICE simulation result,  which is in accordance with the design

specifications of Fig. 4.9, is shown in Fig. 4.12. This simulation shows five waveforms,

they are from the top to bottom: the master clock waveform showing the clock stopping

period; the LOCK waveform driven by the lock sense circuit; the FREEZE waveform

with the logic low corresponding to the pause in the master clock; the SYNC waveform



being asserted logic low after the pause in the master clock; and the RESET being

asserted logic high about 4 ns after the restart of the master clock for the duration of 4 ns.
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Fig. 4.11a. The SYNC signal generator circuit (differential wiring)



Fig. 4.11b. The RESET signal generator circuit (differential wiring)
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Chapter 5

Test Vehicle and TEST Plan

A test vehicle for the deskew scheme described in Chapter 2 has been designed. It

is designed to deskew two clock signals, and is sufficient for the testing of the concept of

the deskew scheme presented in this thesis. Fig. 5.1 highlights the block diagram of

circuits introduced for testing; Fig. 5.2 shows rest of the block diagram including the PLL

circuit.

The test vehicle was designed so that the testing of the clock skew between the

different clock distribution paths is permitted on a wafer or chip without requiring the

actual distribution on an MCM. This is achieved with the use of the VCDEs, labelled as

the "delay" unit in Fig. 5.1. One set of the VCDEs has a fixed delay while the other set

has been set up to vary with the external control signal. This control allows the

determination of the maximum tolerable initial skew range. The testing strategy would

be, to match the delay in the variable delay set of the VCDEs to the other set, then vary

the delay in the VCDEs until the clock is no longer deskewed.

Balanced delay Exclusive-ORs (XORs) are used to determine the proper deskew

condition. Each of the two inputs of the XORs are connected to the matching locations of

different clock loops as shown in Fig. 5.1. One of the two XORs is placed to detect the

deskew of the master clock (Clock Test) while the other is set up to detect the deskew of

the first clock phase (Phase Test). The second XOR permits testing of the four clock

phase generator circuit used in many F-RISC chips. Two four clock phase generator

circuits are needed to determine the skew in the first clock phases. Provisions have been

made so that the fourth clock phases are also available for observation. A well known

characteristic of the XOR is that its output is asserted logic low whenever the two inputs



match and logic high whenever the inputs do not. Hence, the XOR outputs at the Clock

Test and the Phase Test pads are logic high until when the master clock and the clock

phases are deskewed, at which point, the outputs are asserted logic low. In essence, the

indirect objective of the test is to realize the logic low at the Clock Test and the Phase

Test pads.

The Phase Generator Enable input to the phase generator circuits is designed to be

supplied externally from the test chip. In the actual implementation of the phase generator

circuit, this signal would be supplied from the boundary scan logic of the chip in

consideration. Multiplexers are added to allow for the possibility of an actual usage of the

test chip in the deskew of two clock signals after a successful test result. The multiplexer

select control, Delay Select, would be set so that during the test mode, the clock loops are

formed through the VCDEs mimicing the delay paths of an MCM clock distribution, and

during the usage-mode, the clock loops would be formed through the differential drivers

and receivers along with the actual clock distribution.
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Table 5.1. Probe sites

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3

Clock Test Clock Phase 1 A Clock Freeze

Loop 0 Clock Clock Phase 1 B LOCK

VCDE Delay Control Clock Phase 4 A RESET

Delay Select Clock Phase 4 B DOWN

VCO Control Phase Gen. Enable UP

INIF Phase Test Filter Output

Table 5.2. Test vehicle parameters

Parameter Value

Power Dissipation 1.85 W

Transistor Count 1030

Chip Size 2.6 mm x 3.0 mm
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Fig. 5.3. The CASCADE probe pinouts



The Table 5.1 shows the probe sites of the deskew test chip shown in Fig. 5.3.

There are three distinct types of pins shown in Table 5.1; test output signal pins,

diagnosis signal pins, and control signal pins. While some of the pins, such as the Phase

Test and Clock Test, are designed to signal the proper deskew of the master clock, pins

such as the Filter Out, DOWN, and UP are designed to diagnose the possible causes of

faults if the test chip fails. The signal pins, such as the VCDE Delay Control Select and

VCO Control, comprise the third type of pins in that they are used to control the

parameters of the test chip to yield information about the performance ranges of the

deskew chip. The information such as the maximum master clock frequency and

maximum tolerable delay difference in the clock loops can be obtained since the test chip

is expected to fail under the extreme conditions. The summary descriptions of each of the

signals pins are shown in the following list:

Test Output Signals

• Phase Test: Indicates the deskewed state of the clock phases.

• Clock Test: Indicates the deskewed state of the clocks.

• Clock Phase 1A: Observes the first clock phase from the first Phase Generator (A).

• Clock Phase 1B: Observes the second clock phase from the second Phase Generator

(B).

• Clock Phase 4A: Observes the fourth clock phase from the Phase Generator A.

• Clock Phase 4B: Observes the fourth clock phase from the Phase Generator B.

• LOCK: Observes the LOCK signal from the lock senser.



Diagnosis Signals

• Clock Freeze: Observes the master clock freeze signal.

• RESET: Observes the RESET signal from the S/R generator to the instruction

decoder.

• UP: Observes the UP signal generated in the phase detector.

• DOWN: Observes the DOWN signal generated in the phase detector.

• Filter Output: Observes the output of the filter.

Control Signals

• VCDE Delay Control: Controls the delay of the internal delay set.

• Delay Select: Selects between the internal and external delays.

• VCO Control: Controls the frequency of the VCO.

• INIF: Initializes the test chip.

• Phase Generator Enable: Enables the generation of the clock phases by the phase

generator.

Since two CASCADE signal probes are available for the F-RISC/G team, only

two of the probe sites can be used at any given time. A CASCADE signal probe has ten

pins total, six signal pins and four power and ground pins as shown in Fig. 5.3. The

signals of the probe sites have been selected to be compatible with the two probe testing

limitation. In the Fig. 5.4, which contains the layout of the deskew chip, there is another

probe site, the Probe Site 4. This site is not included in Table 5.1 because it is not used



during the test-mode. This site contains the differential driver and receiver ports of the

two clock loops for connections during the usage-mode. The floor plan and the pin outs

of the deskew test chip are given in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6, respectively. Test vehicle

parameters of the deskew chip are contained in Table 5.2.

Following is the test procedure for the deskew test chip:

1. Touch down on the probe sites 1 and 2.

1.1. Apply INIF to initialize the test chip.

1.2. Set Phase Generator Enable.

1.3. Set Delay Select to internal delay.

1.4. Set VCO Control to 2 GHz (observe Loop 0 Clock).

1.4.1. Set VCDE  Delay Control to the minimum delay.

1.4.1.1. Observe Phase Test, Clock Test, LOCK and Clock Phases.

1.4.1.2. Switch on and off Phase Generator Enable to test the phase 

 generator.

1.4.1.3. Repeat Step 1.4.1 with new VCDE Delay Control setting until 

 1.4.1.1 shows failure.

1.4.1.4. Record current VCDE Delay Control voltage setting.

1.4.1.5. Measure initial skew (measure delay differences between the two first



 clock phases after applying INIF).

1.4.2. Repeat Step 1.4 with new VCO Control voltage.

2. Touch down on the probe sites 1 and 3.

2.1. Apply INIF to initialize the test chip.

2.2. Observe Clock Freeze, RESET, UP, DOWN, and Filter Output signals to

diagnose any problems.

The expected test waveforms at the pins of some of the probe sites are shown in

Fig. 5.7. The waveforms shows the qualitative behaviour; the time axis is not to scale and

varies from waveform to waveform. During the actual test, the waveforms, UP and

DOWN, could appear to be reversed depending on the state of the delay differences in the

two clock loops.



Fig. 5.4. Layout of the deskew chip
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Chapter 6

A 500 ps 32  8 bit Register File Implemented in

GaAs/AlGaAs HBTs

The speed of state of the art computers has increased steadily over the years. In

most designs, the register file access delays are on a critical delay path of the

microprocessor and thus can limit its performance. Hence, the access times of the register

files must scale with the cycle times of the processors [MIYANG86, CHUANG86,

CHUANG86, CHAPPE91, TAKADA90].

In this chapter, a 32 × 8 bit register file with a measured 500 ps access time is

described. It represents a key circuit of the Fast Reduced Instruction Set Computer

(FRISC) design project at Rensselaer. The goal of the FRISC project is to demonstrate

that a very fast RISC processor can be developed using high speed but yield-limited

technologies. A RISC architecture with a seven-stage pipeline implemented in

GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) technology is used to achieve this

goal. Further, differential current-mode logic (CML) circuits and thin-film multi-chip

module (MCM) packaging are employed.

The goal of the register file design effect for F-RISC/G is to reduce the register

access time to 194 ps. The test chip fabrication run was realized with an preliminary

experimental 30 GHz process, but the actual F-RISC/G circuitry is to be fabricated in a

50 GHz baseline process.

The memory and test circuitry are fabricated using Rockwell International's

GaAs/AlGaAs Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor (HBT) process [ASBECK89]. The logic

circuitry is implemented with differential current-mode logic (CML) gates using three



levels of current switches [NAH91,GREUB91]. The CML circuits typically have a

loaded gate delay of 25 ps. The three-level current switch stacking yields high-

functionality gates and helps offset the area penalty for the differential wiring

[BARISH92]. Differential logic was chosen to increase noise immunity and allow lower

voltage swings.

6.1. Circuit Description

The architecture of the register file circuit is shown in Fig. 6.1. The register file

has been organized into 32 × 8 bit words. It has five address drivers, eight write circuits,

eight bit line drivers, 32 address decoders, 256 Schottky clamped memory cells, and one

threshold voltage generator. Conventional designs have been used for the decoder, the

memory cell, and the sense amplifier [MIYANG86,CHUANG88]. Voltage sensing rather

than current sensing is employed to place the sense amplifier and write circuit at opposite

ends of the memory cell array which greatly simplifies the layout. However, new designs

were developed for the address driver, the write circuit, and the threshold generator.

6.1.1. Address Line Driver

In each of the five address line drivers, three large transistors, Q5, Q9, Q12,

provide large currents needed for deselection of 31 of 32 rows (Fig. 6.2). A 15 mA

current flows from Q5 into one of the two address lines. The loads of the switching pair

transistors, Q9 & Q12, are active pull-ups, Q14 & Q15 and Q16 & Q17. One of the pull-

ups presents a very low resistance to an address line while the other pull-up is cut-off and

thus presents a high resistance during any transition. When an address row is selected, the

current in Q6 could be switched to Q11 and the current in Q5 switched to Q12. Q16 &

Q17 are then cut-off while Q14 & Q15 quickly charges up the address line (ADROL).

The address line voltage characteristics is determined by the load resistance and the



parasitic capacitance of the address lines. At any specific time, one of the address driver

outputs, ADROL and ADROR, will tend toward a load resistance of approximately re //

re of the two transistors. Because, only one pair of the active pull-up transistors is in the

active-mode at any given time. In the situation described above, ADROL has the load

resistance of re // re, whereas high load resistance is present at ADROR since Q16 & Q17

are in cut-off mode. This resistance and the high parasitic capacitance of the address line

dominate its rise time. Without the active pull-ups, the line would have to be charged up

through the decoders, which is slower. A small current through R9 maintains Q14 & Q15

in active mode after a high transition. R9 also prevents ADROL from slowly drifting up

to the ground level through the base emitter junctions of Q14 and Q15; the proper logic

high voltage level for the address lines is a Vbe drop from the ground.  Since Q16 & Q17

are in cut-off mode, most of the current in Q12 is available for deselecting decoders; the

rest of the current is composed of the current through R9 and the small currents in Q16 &

Q17. The current in the address decoder of the selected row cuts down to near zero level.
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6.1.2. Memory Cell

Each row of memory cells has a resistor as the current source. This design choice

was made after the consideration of the transistor characteristics and the desire to keep

the power supply voltage compatible with a standard ECL power voltage of -5.2V. A

GaAs/AlGaAs HBT transistor has a Vbe of 1.4 V, much larger than the 0.7 V for a



typical Si bipolar transistor. At least 1 V difference is desired in the word line voltages

between the selected and the unselected word lines to prevent disturbing the state of the

unselected cells during a write (Fig. 6.3). There are two Vbe drops to R10 in the form of

Q12 and either Q13 or Q14 in addition to the voltage drops across R6, R7, and R10.

Therefore, the available voltage for implementing current source is only about 1 V. This

is not enough for an active current source.

1.6ns 1.8ns 2.0ns 2.2ns 2.4ns 2.6ns 2.8ns 3.0ns

Time
V(WORD LINE 0) V(WORD LINE 1)

-1.4V

-1.6V

-1.8V

-2.0V

-2.2V

-2.4V

-2.6V

~ 1 V

Fig. 6.3. Word Line voltage swing

The resistive current source, on the other hand, does not have the above potential

drawbacks since there is no active device that must be turned on. Of course, an active



current source is better able to provide a steady current level than a passive one, and

should be used whenever possible; for example, in the register file described in this paper

could be implemented with active current sources if the power supply voltage of - 6 V

can be used. This, of course, would also increase power dissipation.

6.1.3. Write Circuit

The voltage on the Vth line is maintained at such a level that during a read cycle

the bases of Q3 and Q11 (WIL and WIR) are 3/5 of the way between the collector

voltages of a selected memory cell (Fig. 6.1). Q7 and Q8 equally divide the current from

Q10, which has the same current level as that through Q9 in the write mode. Thus, the

voltages at WIL and WIR are at the mid points of their write cycle levels. Since WIL and

WIR are in between the voltage levels at the bases of Q13 and Q14 of a selected memory

cell, one of the bit line currents, Q17 and Q18, would be flowing in either Q3 or Q13

while the other would be flowing in Q11 or Q14. The current flow depends on the state of

the selected memory cell. For example, if the base of Q14 is high whereas the base of

Q13 is low, the Q18 bit line current would be flowing through Q14 instead of Q11 and

the Q17 bit line current would be flowing through Q3 instead of Q13. As a result, the

base of Q16 (BIT LINE RIGHT) would be higher than the base of Q15 (BIT LINE

LEFT) in the sense amplifier by about 3/5 of the way between the collector voltages of

Q13 and Q14.

When a write pulse is applied, the current in the right half of the circuit, Q7 and

Q8, is switched to the left half of the circuit, Q5 and Q6. The base voltages of either Q3

or Q11 are then lower than the base voltages of Q13 and Q14, irrespective of the state of

the selected memory cell (Fig. 6.4). The bit line current switches from either Q3 to Q13

or Q11 to Q14, and the data is written into the memory. No switch occurrs if the same



data is written. The data input signals from the outside are level shifted by 2.2V to

prevent saturation of Q5 and Q6.

1.6ns 1.8ns 2.0ns 2.2ns 2.4ns 2.6ns 2.8ns 3.0ns

Time

V(WIL) V(WIR) VB(MEM.Q14) VB(MEM.Q13)

-1.2V

-1.6V

-2.0V

-2.4V

-2.8V

Fig. 6.4. Write operation and critical internal Threshold Voltage signals



6.1.4. Threshold Voltage Generator

The threshold voltage generator output maintains the Vth line at the proper

voltage as explained above. The circuit (Fig. 6.5) has four major blocks: a circuit tracking

the voltages in a selected memory cell; a circuit tracking write circuit; a high gain

amplifier; and two circuits tracking bit line current sources.

A memory cell tracking circuit is located on the left side of Fig. 6.5. The common

emitter current source resistor, R5, is eight times greater than the resistor used in a

memory cell row plus R10 of memory cell, since this resistor is shared by eight memory

cells. The second emitter of Q2 is connected to the collector of Q3, since Q2 is tracking a

transistor that is in a cut-off state. The second emitter of Q3 is connected to a circuit

tracking a bit line current source. Q1 is tracking a word line transistor connected to a

decoder.

The ratio of the resistors on the right side of the memory tracking circuit, R2:R4,

is 3:2. The circuit located on the right side tracks the write circuit in a read cycle. Q15,

Q19, and Q18 track Q7, Q8, and Q10 of Fig. 6.1, respectively. Q11 & Q12 track Q11 &

Q18 and Q3 & Q17 of Fig. 6.1. Q16 tracks the word line transistor of the selected

memory row. Q20 and Q21 track the high level of the write signal buffer.

The differential amplifier is designed to have a large gain. Capacitors (C1, C2)

and resistors (R6, R14) are used to stablize the feed back amplifier by introducing a

dominant pole at low frequency. The input terminals of the differential amplifier are

connected to two circuits that should be maintained at the same voltage level.
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6.1.5. Key Interconnect Parasitic Capacitances

The key interconnect capacitances of the register file are located at the bit lines,

the word lines, and the address lines. The parasitic capacitances of these lines have

significant impact on the final access time. Hence, it is critical that these capacitances are

minimized and accurately estimated.

The net extracted capacitances for SPICE simulations are based on the

capacitance model predicted from LINPAR. The power levels in the address line driver

and bit line driver circuits have been increased appropriately to compensate for the

capacitances. Since only two layers of metal were available and no metal could be routed

over the devices, the layout was quite difficult and time consuming. Further, the voltage

drops in the power and word lines, and address lines had to be considered during layout.

6.2. Test Scheme

When the RISC processor chips are fabricated, it will be difficult to characterize

the performance of the register file. Therefore, a test chip was designed with embedded

test circuitry to allow performance measurements of the memory block. At the projected

subnanosecond access time, traditional memory testing techniques would not be feasible

[SCHUSTE92]. Limiting factors include: skew in probes, cards, and cables; limited probe

bandwidth; pattern generation; and signal count limits. The available high-bandwidth

probes cannot provide sufficient signals to control all inputs and outputs of the memory.

Measurement of signal delays is possible with time domain reflectometry (TDR).

However, it is quite difficult and expensive to control these delays accurately if many

high speed signal interconnections are involved.

To address these limitations, built-in self-test (BIST) circuitry was added to the

register file. Only a few, non-correlated signals are required for testing. A ceramic



microwave probe can provide a 5 GHz bandwidth on six signal channels [CASCAD91].

The BIST circuitry had to be implemented with a minimal device count because of yield

and power dissipation considerations.

6.2.1. Testing Methodology

A block diagram for the testing scheme is shown in Fig. 6.6. The system is

synchronized by an on-chip voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). By including the

oscillator on-chip, we both simplify the test setup and have the opportunity to

characterize a voltage-controlled delay line, which is a critical analog circuit component

in the FRISC system.  Provisions were made to use an off-chip clock generator if the

VCO is found to be inoperative.

The clock drives two pattern generators that generate the addresses and data for

testing. The pattern generators have the same period and thus remain synchronized.

Requirements on the pattern generators include: low transistor count (to avoid yield hits),

low power consumption, and simultaneous update of all bits. Also, the address pattern

had to generate at least one worst-case transition with all five address bits changing (

00000 → 11111).  The pattern generators can be initialized with different states, thus

allowing various test patterns to be written into the register file.

Two five-bit, linear-feedback shift registers (LFSRs) were chosen as the pattern

generators. The LFSRs require only one gate beyond the five master/slave latches with

asynchronous load and the clock buffer. Other choices such as counters either required

more transistors or did not update all bits simultaneously. The rich functionality of

differential current-mode logic allows the master/slave latches to be realized with only

two current trees.



To begin a testing cycle, the LFSRs are initialized, and a pattern is written into

memory. Once the pattern is complete, the write signal is turned off. A timing diagram

for performance testing is shown in Fig. 6.7. The rising edge of the clock causes an

address change. On the falling clock edge, the register file output is latched and compared

to the expected output (which is still being generated by the data LFSR). If the two

signals are identical, then the access time of the register file is less than half of the clock

period. The clock frequency is increased until failures are observed. In this manner, the

access time of the register file can be determined.



Fig. 6.6. Block diagram of the Register File test scheme



Fig. 6.7. Timing diagram for performance test

6.2.2. Detecting BIST Failures

The desired output from the embedded test circuitry is a constant low signal,

indicating a match between the expected pattern and the pattern read from memory.

However, various system failures could mimic this output. Additional features were

added to the BIST system to detect such conditions. Both LFSR patterns, the VCO signal,

and the write signal are observable at the system output to insure that they are working.



Both LFSRs must show the expected 31-cycle pattern before the match output can be

accepted; the condition of fully functional LFSRs must be satisfied before proceeding

further with the register file testing.

If the write circuit were to fail to shut off, then the proper data pattern would

appear at the memory outputs even if the memory cells themselves were not functional.

Another failure mode would be a match circuit output that is stuck at zero, always

indicating correct operation. These failures can both be detected by resetting the LFSRs

to generate a different pattern. If the performance testing is run without writing this new

pattern into the memory, failures will be detected. If these failures do not appear, then a

malfunction in the testing logic is indicated.

6.2.3. Final Design

The fabricated chip (Fig. 6.8) contains 2600 transistors on a 3.2 mm x 3.4 mm die.

Along with the register file (which measures 1 mm x 2 mm and has a power dissipation

of 1.6 W) the chip includes a copy of the 8-bit ALU carry chain and I/O test circuits.

Table 6.1 shows the transistors used for each portion of the chip.

The chip was designed to be tested with a six-channel ceramic microwave probe

with a 5 GHz bandwidth. Except for the VCO control voltage, all inputs were static

digital signals. The probe additionally provided two power connections, two ground

connections with two 500 pF bypass capacitors. The register file itself was powered

through a separate probe to allow the testing of the BIST logic without the additional

power consumption of the memory macro. The presence or absence of power to the

register file was sensed on-chip and was used to control one of the output multiplexers.

This allowed the observation of six output signals using only two selection lines on the

six-channel probe.



Fig. 6.8. Photograph of fabricated test chip

6.3. Test Results

The test chip was designed for an experimental GaAs/AlGaAs HBT process.

Fifty-six testable dies were obtained from the fabrication run. Of these, seventeen had

visible defects and were intended as practice dies. However, the test results for these dies

did not differ significantly from those of the perfect dies. The wafers were lapped by the

foundry to either a 3 or 7 mil thickness and diced. The fabricated devices had a measured

fT of 30 GHz at 1 mA.

6.3.1. BIST Support Circuitry

The VCO was designed to produce frequencies from 1.2 to 3.3 GHz with a

control voltage ranging from -1 V to 1 V. This would test the register file with access

times between 150 ps and 420 ps. The fastest observed VCO reached 2.7 GHz with an



average of 2.2 GHz. A VCO running at 1 GHz is shown in Fig. 6.9. The output signal is

attenuated by a factor of two by the measurement system setup. An LFSR operating at 1

GHz is shown in Fig. 6.10. The expected 31-cycle pattern was generated.

Fig. 6.9. VCO Output, 50 mV/div, 200 ps/div



Fig. 6.10. LFSR output operating at 1 GHz, 50mV/div, < 5 ns/div

Fig. 6.11. Register File output with one error, 50 mV/div, 5 ns/div



Fig. 6.12. Forced output errors, 50 mV/div, 5 ns/div

Fig. 6.13. LFSR output operating at 2.5 GHZ, 50 mV/div



Table 6.1. Number of transistors in the Test Chip

Register File 930

Register File Testing Logic 380

Pads 72

6.3.2. Register File Memory

On one die, the entire BIST circuitry was operational simultaneously. The

memory test waveform for this chip is shown in Fig. 6.11. The period of the pulses

matches the LFSR period, thus the column has an error in one bit position. Fig. 6.12

shows the errors generated when the LFSRs were reset to a different state without

reloading the memory. The error pulses verify the correct operation of the output

comparators. When the LFSRs were set back to their original state, the waveform in Fig.

6.11 reappeared. Since the VCO was operating at 1 GHz during this test, the access time

of the register file was below 500 ps. Individual LFSRs were observed to operate at clock

speeds of up to 2.5 GHz (Fig. 6.13) One drawback of the testing scheme was the need for

both LFSRs to correctly operate at the same clock frequencies, simulataneously. This

factor turned out to have significantly negative effect on the number of the testable chips

with the functioning register files. The circuits have been designed for a expected yield of

20 % for 5 K HBTs.

[GAO90, GREUB90, GREUBTHES, HAFIZI90,  HAGLEY91, KAWAR78,

MATSUE91, MIYAN84, and OKUY88]



Chapter 7

Conclusions

A clock deskew scheme for multi-GHz clock signals distributed on an MCM has

been presented in this thesis. The scheme utilizes PLL circuits to continuously deskew

clock signals. It promises to deskew clock signals to an arbitrarily small clock skew. The

final skew in a practical implementation is determined by the performance of the PLLs

and the delay mismatches of the drivers and receivers.

Presented in the thesis are the circuits of an implementation of the scheme. The

SPICE simulation of the design suggests the final skew of less than 5 ps for a 2 GHz

clock. A strategy has been outlined for extending the application of the scheme to a clock

signal with multiple phases; the F-RISC processor, for which the deskew scheme has

been developed, requires four clock phases. Thus, the circuits for a differential four phase

generator with a "freeze" capability has been developed and presented. The four clock

phases are generated from the rising and falling edges of the clock signal.

A simple register file design suitable for achieving the speed potential of a fast but

yield limited technology has been presented. The simplicity of the design was

instrumental in getting working circuits for a fast but still experimental process. It is also

a significant factor in keeping the power dissipation level of the chip as low as possible.

A simple embedded test circuitry in accordance with the design philosophy of the

register file has been developed to determine the access time. The test circuitry consists

of two simple LFSRs and Exclusive-OR gates. Individual LFSRs were found to operate

at clock speed of up to 2.5 GHz.



The test results indicate a 500 ps access time for the register file memory. A new

register file has been designed with the improved estimation of the parasitic capacitances.

SPICE simulation indicates an access time of less than 200 ps.
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Appendix A

Differential Integrator with Finite Gain Amplifier
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By subtracting Eq. A.3 from Eq. A.2,
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Note, the final transfer function does not contain the usual "-" sign that is

associated with an integrator. This is due to the way the input variables are defined.

With a first order approximation of the amplifier by,

A =
A0

1+ s 0

Eq. A.8

the filter transfer function can be derived as follows:
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Appendix B

A New Register File Design

The fabricated register file access speed was measured to be at least 500 ps.

Insufficient yield in the experimental process prevented testing at higher speed. But speed

tests of other circuits in the test chip indicated lower speed than predicted by the SPICE

simulation. Several factors were responsible for the speed hit observed.

The fT of the transistors were around 30 GHz instead of 50 GHz; extra Nitride

layer, which has the dielectric constant of 7.5 compared to 3.2 of the Polyimide, was

added during the fabrication process; and the capacitance modelling tools, LINPAR and

Magicad, predicted lower capacitance compared to the results of QUICKCAD and the 3-

D modelling tool recently made available to our group.

New SPICE simulation with the new layout capacitances predicted by

QUICKCAD of the fabricated register file design yielded an access time of 240 ps. The

interconnect capacitances of some of the key nodes have increased by as much as six

fold. For 1 GHz version of the F-RISC/G, register file needs to have an access time of

under 200 ps.

SPICE simulation indicates the following changes on the register file design

results in the desired access time: change the metal layers that are routed on level 2 to

level 3 to reduce the parasitic capacitance load (the level 3 metal layer was not available

during the first fabrication run); increase the bit line driver and the address driver

currents.

The new address driver currents through Q5, Q9, and Q12 (Fig. 6.2) have been

increased to 17.7 mA and the bit line currents have been increased to 2.39 mA.



Consequently, the Q5, Q9, and Q12 have been doubled to prevent transistor burn-out at

the new current levels. The decoder resistors, R6 and R7 (Fig. 6.1), on the otherhand,

have been halved to maintain the previous word line swing. The decoder current is

doubled when the address driver current is doubled.

Similarly, the word line driver transistor, Q12, have been doubled eventhough the

bit line current driver transistors have not been (Fig. 6.1); additional increase in the bit

line current. Any increase in the bit line current is seen at Q12 multiplied eight times

since there are eight memory columns. Since the bit line currents are increased by

changing R14 and R15 of Fig. 6.1, corresponding resistors of the threshold generator

circuit, R7 and R15 of Fig. 6.5, must also be changed. Also, R1 of the threshold generator

circuit has been changed to reflect the decrease in the decoder resistors.

Table B.1.  Parameters of the new register file design

Number of Transistors 955

Register File Size 1 mm × 2 mm

Maximum Q1 Current 2.4 mA

Maximum Q3 Current 16 mA

Power Dissipation 1.7 W

Power Supply -5.2 V

Simulated Access Time 193 ps



The SPICE simulation results of the new register file design is shown in Fig. B.1.

The new access time is about 193 ps and is within the target time of under 200 ps. The

parameters of the new register file design is summarized in Table. B.1. Table B.2

summarizes currents in the subcircuits of the new register file and Table B.3 summarizes

new parasitic capactances of the critical nodes that have been extracted with

QUICKCAP. The time slack for the register file read of the F-RISC/G can be calculated

to be:

250 ps (one clock phase) - 193 ps (read access time) - 20 ps (address input

multiplexer) - 20 ps (data output latch) = 17 ps.

Following design requirements have been observed:

• All currents in Q1 and Q3 are less than or equal to the maximum current

specifications (Table B.1).

• No transistor is to be saturated.

• Simulation temerature is at 27 degrees since the device models are only valid at

this temerature.

• Memory hold voltage is to be greater than or equal to 250 mV.

• Word Line swing is to be greater than or equal to 800 mV static in magnitude.

• Read/Write Threshold voltage must be at 50%-60% of the selected memory cell

voltage of the threshold voltage generator circuit.

• One of the base voltages on Q3 and Q11 (Fig. 6.1) must rise at least 80 mV above

the highest base voltage of a selected memory cell during a write.



• The output voltages on the OPAMP in the threshold generator must be balanced

to within 50 mV.

The simulation plots that show the operation of the register file are contained in

figures Fig. B.2 to Fig. B.6. The memory cell and the overall register file layouts are

shown in Fig. B.7 and Fig. B.8, respectively.

Table B.2. Subcircuit currents of the register file

Bit Line 2.39 mA

Read/Write 2.25 mA

Memory Select 0.60 mA

Memory Hold 0.37 mA

Sense Amplifier 2.5 mA

Address Line Driver 17.7 mA



Table B.3. Parasitic Capacitances extracted with QUICKCAP

Bit Line 240 fF

Word Line 80 fF

Address Line 425 fF

Sense Amplifier 50 fF

0s 0.5ns 1.0ns 1.5ns 2.0ns 2.5ns 3.0ns 3.5ns 4.0ns

Time

V(Addr) V(AddrB) V(Data) V(DataB)

200mV

0V

-200mV

-400mV

-600mV

-800mV

B1 =  2.7498n, -409.053m

B2 =  2.5576n, -128.382m

dif= 192.171p, -280.671m

Address

Data

Fig. B.1. SPICE simulation result of the new register file design



0s 0.5ns 1.0ns 1.5ns 2.0ns

Time

V(Row0_Q13_Coll) V(Row0_Q14_Coll) V(Row1_Q13_Coll) V(Row1_Q14_Coll)

-1.5V

-2.0V

-2.5V

-3.0V

B1 =  7.2400p,   -2.4912

B2 =  7.2400p,   -2.7511

dif=    0.000,  259.904m

Row 0

Row 1

Fig. B.2. Memory hold voltage is greater than 250 mV



0s 0.5ns 1.0ns 1.5ns 2.0ns

Time

V(Row0_Q13_Coll) V(Row0_Q14_Coll) VB(Wr_Q11)

-1.5V

-2.0V

-2.5V

-3.0V

B1 =  1.5115n,   -1.5163

B2 =  5.9600p,   -1.6063
dif=  1.5055n,   90.030m

Row 0

Wr_Q11

Fig. B.3. Write pulse rises above the selected memory cells by greater than 80 mV



0s 0.5ns 1.0ns 1.5ns 2.0ns

Time

V(MCOLL0L) V(MCOLL0R) V(XVTHCKT.INL) V(XVTHCKT.MCOLLL)

V(XVTHCKT.MCOLLR)

-1.5V

-2.0V

-2.5V

-3.0V

B1 =  97.710p,   -2.0134
B2 =  97.710p,   -2.3662

dif=    0.000,  352.780m

Vth_INL

Fig. B.4. Read/Write Threshold voltage at 50%-60% of the selected memory cell



0s 0.5ns 1.0ns 1.5ns 2.0ns

Time

V(ADRV0N)- V(ADRV0BN) V(WORD0)- V(WORD1)

1.2V

0.8V

0.4V

0V

-0.4V

-0.8V

B1 =  5.9600p,  645.109m

B2 = 504.911p, -639.982m

dif=-498.951p,    1.2851

Fig. B.5. Word Line swing is greater than 800mV in magnitude



0s 0.5ns 1.0ns 1.5ns 2.0ns 2.5ns 3.0ns 3.5ns 4.0ns

Time

V(XVTHCKT.OUTAMPL) V(XVTHCKT.OUTAMPLB)

-100mV

-120mV

-140mV

-160mV

-180mV

-200mV

A1 =  5.9600p, -125.837m

A2 =  7.2400p, -174.309m
dif= -1.2800p,   48.472m

Fig. B.6. OPAMP output voltages are less than 50 mV



Fig. B.7. Layout of the memory cell



Fig. B.8. Overall Register File layout



Appendix C

To Change Phase Detector State

The phase detector circuit of Fig. 3.8 includes control circuitry for forcing change

in the phase detector state upon detecting the VCDE limit signals; SCHMITT2,

SCHMITT3, SR3, and GATEKPR.

During the normal mode of the phase detector operation, UP2 and DOWN2

signals are passed directly to the FILTER by the GATEKPR. At this point, the phase

detector has chosen one of the two available lock states. However, when a VCDE limit is

detected the phase detector goes into the special mode and switches to the other lock

state.

When LOW1 is asserted logic high, then FU3 is also asserted logic high. The

GATEKPR then asserts its output logic high, which causes the analog filter output to rise

higher. It should be mentioned that the GATEKPR gives FU3 and FD3 signals higher

precedent over UP2 and DOWN2 signals. As the filter output rises, the VCDE delays

change in opposite direction. Eventually, the delay change will reach a point such that the

relationship of the UP2 and DOWN2 signals is reversed. The third Schmitt trigger

(SCHMITT2) detects this event and clears appropriate latch (SR3). In the current

example, it clears the SR3 latch that has been asserting FU3 signal logic high. When FU3

signal is cleared, the GATEKPR again lets UP2 and DOWN2 signals pass through to the

FILTER. The important difference being that the relationship between the UP2 and

DOWN2 signals have been reversed and that the phase detector is now guaranteed to

lock. Remember, the phase detector has travelled through the other side of its

characteristic already.



Appendix D

Key Test Signals

Fig. D.1 shows the expected XOR output (see Clock Test, Phase Test of Fig. 5.1)

as the PLL is being locked during the Test Mode as explained in Chapter 5. The figure

clearly shows the reduction in amplitudes and widths of the spikes as the skew in the

clock signals are reduced. Fig. D.2 shows that the filter output signal responds properly to

the changes in the internal VCDE delays after the PLL has been locked. The final skew

between the clock signals at the internal delays are shown in Fig. D.3.

1.72ns 1.76ns 1.80ns 1.84ns 1.88ns 1.92ns 1.96ns

Time
V(XORCLK)

-850mV

-860mV

-870mV

0 ps

5 ps

10 ps

15 ps

20 ps

Fig. D.1. XOR outputs for different clock skews



0s 50ns 100ns 150ns 200ns 250ns 300ns

Time

V(FILT_1)- V(FILT_0) V(VARCON)

200mV

0V

-200mV

-400mV

-600mV

-800mV

Fig. D.2. Filter output response during the lock state to the varying internal VCDE delays



27ns 28ns 29ns 30ns 31ns

Time

V(CLKMD1_1)- V(CLKMD1_0) V(CLKMD0_1)- V(CLKMD0_0)

0V

-490.67mV

494.40mV

A1 =  28.993n,     0.000
A2 =  28.994n,     0.000
dif= -1.0747p,     0.000

Fig. D.3. Final clock skew at the internal VCDE delays


